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MAY IT PLEASE THE COURT:

Introduction

1.

The Court is referred to the defendants/applicants' submissions dated 10 June
2010, and to the submissions of counsel for the plaintiffs in response dated
16 July 2010.

2.

The purpose of these further submissions is to respond to the plaintiffs'
submissions, and to supplement the original submissions by specific reference
to various documents filed with the District and High Court in the course of the
proceedings to which the present application for judicial review relates .

3.

To this end, filed herewith is an indexed bundle of documents, which will be
referred to in these submissions as the "Bundle".

4.

At the outset it is noted that counsel for the plaintiffs chose not to serve a
bundle of the authorities referred to in his submissions. This has complicated
response in two respects:
(a)

First, Mr Orlov twice refers to a text, "Taylor, 'Judicial Review"'.
Counsel initially presumed that this was intended to be a reference to
Taylor, "Judicial Review: A New Zealand Perspective", the current
edition of which is the Second Edition, published this year. However, it
became quickly apparent from Mr Orlov's paragraph references that
they do not correlate to that text. It is therefore presumed that Mr Orlov
must be referring to the first edition of the text, published in 1991 , wh ich
is no longer held in the Auckland High Court library. Because of this,
counse l has been unable to review or comment upon the references to
this text made by Mr Orlov, though some attempt to assist the Court
with reference to related passages in the Second Edition of the text is
offered .

(b)

Secondly, at paragraph 5 of his submissions, Mr Orlov (partially) cites a
case that appears not to exist- Leys v The Chief Executive of the
Ministry of Social Development and Ors, Justice Baragwanath CIV2007-404-007031 (no date or Court location is provided). There are
three cases held by the High Court library under that reference number,
and none were decided by Justice Baragwanath . As a consequence,
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counsel is unable to assist the Court with specific comment on this
case.

First decision challenged: unless orders/strike out of statement of
defence

5.

The grounds for challenging the unless orders and strike out decision are set
out at paragraphs 25 to 29 of the claim and can be summarised as follows:

(a)
Wright never filed the
amended SOC as ordered by
the court in the same
unless order doc 7
(b)

Mrs Haden was not forewarned as to the possibility of unless orders
and was not given the opportunity to present submissions on their
appropriateness, giving rise to a breach of natural justice.
The unless orders were issued on an unmeritorious and unprincipled
basis.

(c)

The Court failed to take into account, when it struck out the statement of
defence, that Mr Wells and the other plaintiff were also in default of
timetable orders (to file an amended statement of claim).

(d)

Striking out the defence resulted in an injustice, as Mrs Haden was
unable to raise what would have been legitimate defences to the claim.
Restricting Mrs Haden's defence in that way was also a breach of the
Bill of Rights Act 1990.

6.

As identified at the hearing, and in counsel's original submissions on this
matter, it is apparent that point (c) above was based in a misconception of the
relevant orders and dates.

The point is not raised again in the plaintiff's

submissions and it therefore does not need to be addressed further.

With

respect to the remaining matters, the grounds for striking out this part of the
claim can in turn be summarised as follows:
(a)

Each of the grounds identified have been the subject of prior
unsuccessful argument before both the District and High Courts, and it
would be an abuse of process to allow these matters to be re-argued at
this point.

(b)

The delay in bringing these proceedings has resulted in a situation
where fundamental and self-evident prejudice would occur were relief to
be granted. The relief sought would effectively "undo" three years of
protracted litigation, resulting in huge wasted costs , time and energy for

The huge waste of costs has been
that the matter in the SOC
have never been proved and cannot be proved to be defamation
The over riding priority is the right to justice
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all concerned. The absence of any realistic prospect of relief is grounds
for strikeout in this case.
(c)

Any reviewable error that occurred in the strike out of the defence would
not have been material to the final outcome in these proceedings. Mrs

Wright was also required to file
Haden had an unrestricted right to present evidence and to cross
an amended statement of claim
The outcome, which was
the courts have been continually examine, which she eagerly took up.
misled by Wright as to the
expressed by Judge Joyce QC in clear terms and confirmed on appeal,
purpose of the hearing I was
was that, even if Mrs Haden had the defences of truth and honest
restricted to cross examining
the affidavits only and my
opinion open to her, they could not have possibly availed her in this
evidence was in mitigation of damages.

case.

Her defamatory claims of fraud, misappropriation of funds and

corruption never had the smallest shred of evidential support.
These three points will now be addressed in turn.
Prior argument and determinations on same grounds for review

7.

This part of the submissions addresses first the prior steps taken by Mrs Haden
in previous proceedings, and arguments advanced by her therein. Counsel will
then turn to consider the appl ication of principle to that factual context.

8.

Mrs Haden made unsuccessful applications to the District Court in March 2008,
first to stay the costs awards that underlay the strike out decision , then to
review the strike out decision itself. The Bundle includes several documents
relevant to that process to which the Court will be referred:
•

The application for stay (Tab 1)

•

The application for review (Tab 2)

•

Affidavit of Grace Haden in support of review dated 14 May 2008 (Tab 3)

•

Synopsis for review of orders dated 30 June 2008 (Tab 4)

•

Affidavit of Grace Haden dated 30 June 2008 in support of submissions
(Tab 5)

•
•

Submissions in support of application for review dated 3 July 2008 (Tab 6)
Affidavit of Grace Haden dated

2 May 2008 filed in the High Court in

relation to bankruptcy proceedings, and presented to the District Court on 3
July 2008 (Tab 7)
•

Reasons for Judgment on Interlocutory Applications dated 1 August 2008
(Tab 8) .
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9.

Having failed to appeal within time the decision dated 30 July 2008, and
associated 1 August 2008 Reasons, to refuse those applications, Mrs Haden
made an unsuccessful attempt in September 2008 to seek leave from the High
Court to appeal both them , and the decision to strike out her statement of
defence, out of time. The Bundle includes the following documents relevant to
that process:
•

Interlocutory application for special leave to appeal out of time dated 1
October 2008 (Tab 9)

10.

•

Affidavit of Grace Haden in support dated 1 October 2008 (Tab 10)

•

Synopsis of submissions dated 17 November 2008 (Tab 11)

•

Judgement of John Hansen J dated 4 December 2008 (Tab 12).

Mrs Haden then made an unsuccessful attempt before High Court to challenge
the unless orders directly via s76(5) of the District Courts Act 1947 in the
context of the substantive appeal. Relevant in that regard are the following :
•

Submissions for Appeal dated 16 February 2009 (Tab 13)

•

Affidavit of Grace Haden in support of submissions dated 16 February 2009
(Tab 14)

•
11 .

Decision of Rodney Hansen J dated 30 November 2009 (Tab 15).

Finally, Mrs Haden unsuccessfully sought leave to appeal the decision of
Rodney Hansen J. Relevant in that respect are:
•

-Application for leave to appeal , filed with supporting affidavit and
memorandum, all dated 18 December 2009 (all are fax copies, as originals
were not served) (Tab 16)

•

Submissions of counsel in support of application for leave (Tab 17)

•

The decision on that application for leave to appeal, dated 23 June 20 10
(Tab 18).

12.

As the Court will appreciate, these materials are voluminous, and counsel was
reluctant to burden the Court with their full extent. However given Mr Orlov's
fa irly trenchant criticisms of counsel's failure to initially do so, together with the
possibility that Mr Orlov may not yet have seen many of the documents in the
Bundle, it seemed prudent to provide them, together with the analysis that will
now follow. That analysis at this point will take the form of highlighting relevant
extracts in each of the documents in turn that serve to highlight that the present
31174847:600154
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grounds for reviewing the unless orders and strike out of the statement of
defence have been previously raised and considered repeatedly .
The application for stay (Tab 1)
13.

This application sought to stay the costs awards that underlay the unless
orders, partly on the grounds that the debt had been discharged (in Mrs
Haden's view). This argument was used in support of the review, but is no
longer being pursued . As such, this document is included for context only.
The application for review (Tab 2)

14.

The Court is referred to paras 4 and 5, which highlight that the grounds for
review included breaches of the right to a fair trial under s27 of the Bill of Rights
Act 1990 (BORA) and general miscarriage of justice.
Affidavit of Grace Haden in support of review dated 14 May 2008 (Tab 3)

15.

The Court is referred to paras 2(a) and 22, which complain that the procedure
adopted was unfair to Mrs Haden and breached her rights under the BORA.:.
Also to be noted at this point is that Mrs Haden did not claim impecuniousness
as a ground for failure to comply with the orders. Indeed, as will be seen in
subsequent documents, Mrs Haden was clearly asserting that she did have the
money to pay the costs awards, but was refusing to do so as a matter of
principle.
Synopsis for review of orders dated 30 June 2008 (Tab 4)

16.

The Court is referred to paragraph 37(a), where Mrs Haden asserts that her
BORA rights were breached by the fact that she was not offered the
opportunity to defend herself, and paras 51 and 52, where she asserts that the
Court processes have been used unfairly and oppressively.:.
Affidavit of Grace Haden dated 30 June 2008 in support of submissions (Tab 5)

17.

This affidavit highlights general issues of fairness and seeks to bolster her
argument that the defamatory statements she made should have been
protected by defences of truth and honest opinion. No specific passages are
referred to.
Submissions in support of application for review dated 3 July 2008 (Tab 6)

18.

The Court is referred to paras 12 to 15, where Mrs Haden argues that her
treatment at the hands of the Court was unbalanced and contrary to case
management procedure. At para 30, she reasserts that the strike out of her
defence was contrary to BORA principles.

The rest of the affidavit is a
31174847:600154
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generalised attack on the proceedings on the basis that they were vexatious
and were being used to cover up fraud and corruption.
Affidavit of Grace Haden dated 2 May 2008 filed in the High Court in relation to
bankruptcy proceedings, and presented to the District Court on 3 July 2008
(Tab 7)
19.

The Court is referred to paras 41 and 42, where Mrs Haden disclosed that she
has considerable fixed assets (over $3m) as well as more modest, but
significant liquid assets with which she is able to meet the outstanding debt.
This is relevant to the claim of impecuniousness which is now being
emphasised by Mr Orlov.

Paragraph 44 is also particularly relevant in that

respect
Reasons for Judgment on Interlocutory Applications dated 1 August 2008 (Tab
~

I had the assets but20.
not the ability to access
them this has never been
considered I was married
all assets were joint
property

The Court is referred to the findings at paragraph

[3~],

[36] and [43], which

highlight the fact that Mrs Haden had the means to pay the costs awards, but
refused to do so as a matter of principle.
and

Paragraphs [11] to [24] are also

useful in that they provide the factual context for events leading up to the strike
out of the statement of defence, and make it clear that this action was not an
isolated response to a failure to pay costs, but a clear judicial warning
regarding the manner in which Mrs Haden was conducting her case as a

I was made to look unreasonable
whole. Finally, the findings at paras [65] and [66] on the issue of prejudice
because wright and wells
continually misled the court
remain germane to the present proceedings, and in fact have been given
and were believed.

further weight as a consequence of the various wrangling in the High Court that
Mrs Haden has initiated since.
Interlocutory application for special leave to appeal out of time dated 1 October

2008 (Tab 9)
21.

Ground 2 highlights that the key basis for the application was that the unless
orders were wrongly made in fact and law, and that a miscarriage of justice

I have never had a formal proof
I have never been found guilty
thereby occurred, denying Mrs Haden the right to a fair trial. This is effectively
of defamation
identical to the grounds now advanced for judicial review.

Synopsis of submissions dated 17 November 2008 (Tab 11)
22 .

The Court is referred to parag raphs 18 to 23, which argue that the issuing of
the unless orders was pre-emptory, made without warning, unfair, and contrary
to relevant principle. It is also argued that it resulted in an unfair trial. As is the
case now, the Hytec case is relied upon by way of support for those
31174847:600154

arguments. There is little or nothing to distinguish those arguments from the
present ones now being raised by Mr Orlov.
Judgement of John Hansen J dated 4 December 2008 (Tab 12)
23.

While, as noted by Mr Orlov, the key grounds for the decision is that the delay
in bringing the application was fatal, the specific findings in relation to the

If only as much attention
unless orders, particularly in the light of the arguments advanced, are important
had been directed at
fact as it has to process
to note. Paragraphs [18] to [20] are particularly so:
this would never have
happened.
"[18] Under [r]433(6) the Court is empowered to make such orders as it thinks fit

whether or not any such order or direction has been sought by any party.
[19]

Given the way in which these proceedings had been conducted by the
appellants, in particular Mrs Haden, it is clear that Judge Sharp considered it
was necessary to make orders ensuring that earlier orders made by the Court
were complied with. In my view r433 clearly empowers the Judge to make
the unless order she did and I do not accept Mr Finnigan ' s submission that
the only course available to a party in whose favour a costs order has been
made is to pursue it as a civil debt. they did both

[20]

all at the same time

Given the power invested in the District Court Judges by r433, there was, in
my view, clear jurisdiction to make an unless order."

24.

In short, the Court found that the unless orders were sound in fact and law, and

represented, on the facts before the Court, a proper and lawful exercise of the
the court never
considered the
discretion open to the District Court. The Court made this finding in full
direction to file a new
awareness of concerns raised about the subsequent restriction on Mrs Haden's
SOC .. Orlov was advised
ability to raise defences, and the concerns regarding fair trial and miscarriage
of this
of justice that followed on from that.
25.

The statement of claim offers nothing new in this respect, other, perhaps, than
coalescing those concerns around a BORA argument. It is submitted in this
respect that in any argument concerning the right to a fair trial, that BORA
considerations are always implicit in the mind of the Court in any case, as
BORA principles regarding the right to a fair trial are in essence a modern
legislative expression to established common law principles.

26.

The absence of express argument and findings about the BORA in this context
does not, it is submitted "open the door" for a new set of proceedings. The
Court is referred in this respect to the Privy Council's comments in the Miller v

elR decision referred in counsel's first submissions on this matter. Judicial
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consented to this approach.

would examine the process

that is why I

review is not an opportunity to raise arguments that could and should have
been addressed in the context of an appeal.
Submissions for Appeal dated 16 February 2009 (Tab 13)
27.

The BORA arguments are very much front and centre in the Appeal
submissions. The Court is referred in this respect to paragraphs 1, 7 to 9, 26 to
38 and 53 to 59 of those submissions. These same considerations are now
sought to form the basis of judicial review.
Affidavit of Grace Haden in support of submissions dated 16 February 2009
(Tab 14)

28.

Similar arguments are advanced in this affidavit- see in particular paras 14(a)
to (d) and 28, where Mrs Haden suggests that the unless orders were issued
unfairly and indicated possible bias on the part of Judge Sharp.
Decision of Rodney Hansen J dated 30 November 2009 (Tab 15)

29.

While the unless orders and strike out of the statement of defence were
attacked before Rodney Hansen J, it is clear from the decision that the primary

So many rules

so little fact

reason for rejecting those arguments was the finding s76(5) of the District
Courts Act can only be used to amend interlocutory decisions to give effect to

the primary decision on appeal. That is, s76(5) cannot be used to effectively
broaden the scope of the appeal by undermining the entire first instance
decision (see para [21] and [22]) .
30.

This does not alter the fact that arguments about procedural propriety in issuing
the unless orders, as well as complaints of substantive fairness and breach of
the right to a fair trial under s27 of the BORA, were squarely before His
Honour, as they had been before Judge Joyce in the review proceedings
before him previously.

31.

The other point concerning this Judgement which is highlighted at this stage is
the finding at para [23] that significant prejudice to the respondent and the
other parties to these proceedings would be "obvious", were an attack on the
unless orders to be allowed at this late stage. This point remains germane.
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Application

for

leave

to

appeal.

filed

with

supporting

affidavit

and

memorandum, all dated 18 December 2009 (all are fax copies, as originals
were not served) (Tab 16)
32 .

Points D and H of the application for leave are relevant, and are in essence the
same grounds utilised for attacking the unless orders in the substantive appeal,
and in the present judicial review proceedings.

33.

The affidavit of Mrs Haden in support makes express reference to the
argument (the first time it had been raised directly) that the unless orders had
been issued unfairly as she had not been given the opportunity to make
submissions and she was impecunious at the time (see paragraph 6) .
Submissions of counsel in support of application for leave (Tab 17)

34.

The first relevant extract is paras 8 to 14, which set out in some detail the first
two arguments now raised in the claim (the unless orders were issued on an
erroneous and unprincipled basis, and Mrs Haden was not given forewarning
or the opportunity to lodge submissions).

35.

The Court is then referred to para 31 to 36, where the BORA arguments are
articulated in fuller detail. Clearly the key basis for seeking leave to appeal was

BORA has totally
been ignored.

the argument that a miscarriage of justice has occurred as a consequence of
the manner in which the District Court procedurally handled the matter.
The decision on that application for leave to appeal, dated 23 June 2010 (Tab

ill
36.

As highlighted in para [5], the oral submissions by Mr Orlov departed
significantly from his written ones, and focussed to a greater extent on the
alleged procedural defects associated with the conduct of the proceedings.

37.

The particular way that Mr Orlov sought to articulate those arguments was by
submitting that s76(5) of the District Courts Act needs to be interpreted in a
manner consistent with the BORA, such that an outcome wh ich is inconsistent
with the BORA (such as the strike out of a statement of defence), should be
open to attack on appeal.

38.

The Court did not make a finding on this argument, as it found, at para [10],
that this had not been an argument previously articulated, and should not be
allowed to form the basis of a second tier appeal.

31174847:600154
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However, the Court did go on, at para [11], that even if the argument were
presumed to be sound, the exercise of power under s76(5) would remain a
discretionary one, and the factors against exercising discretion and unwinding
three years of litigation in this case were "compelling". As will be seen shortly,
this remains a key consideration underlying the strike out proceedings before
Your Honour.
Analysis: abuse of process argument

40.

Turning back to the actual wording of the statement of claim in relation to the
unless orders, the pleaded facts in support (paras 14 to 24) raise no new or
contentious matters. They are the same facts used to attack the unless orders
on the previous four occasions referred to above.

41.

The specific grounds are set out in paragraphs 26 and 28. There are no
arguments therein that have not been run on multiple occasions previously.
The only distinction is that the same arguments are now specifically placed
under the headings "breach of natural justice", "unreasonableness" and "failure
to take into account relevant considerations" .

42.

It is accepted that complaints about procedural defects and unfairness more
naturally fall within the rubric of judicial review proceedings than substantive

ones. However, there is no question that all of these matters are legitimate
I was a lay litigant they
have used this to
grounds of appeal, and for an application for review orders also. Since the
their advantage
point where Mrs Haden chose not to timeously appeal or seek to review the
I lay littigant
up against 4 barristers strike out of her statement of defence, she has left no stone unturned in her
Neutze, wright, wells
Hoadley

43.

attempts to attack it. These arguments have been given very thorough and
repeated airings.
As has been demonstrated, some of Mrs Haden's attempts to attack the unless
orders have failed on simple delay/discretion grounds.

In relation to the

appeal, the key basis for her arguments failing was a limited interpretation of
the law should never
be this complicated
what about he who
asserts must prove.

s76(5) of the District Courts Act. However, that does not change the fact that
her fairness arguments have been squarely before the courts repeatedly.

It

also does not change the fact that, when specific attention has been placed in
decisions upon the alleged defects with the unless orders, the findings have
been clear: the orders were properly and lawful exercise of a clear
discretionary jurisdiction, and were not impugned by any perceivable error of
law.
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44.

It is in this light that the application to strike out the present attack on the unless
orders stands.

This is the fifth attempted bite at the cherry.

None of the

As time has one on
arguments are new. Mrs Haden is simply now asserting is that her arguments
things have become obvious
and been pointed out
have a better chance of success in judicial review, and having exhausted all
by others who have not been paid but
who have been much more her other avenues of attack, that is what she is now trying. It is submitted that
useful than paid counseldoing so constitutes an abuse of process, and that this part of the statement of

claim should be struck out accordingly.
45.

In support, the

Court is referred back to the authorities presented at the

hearing:
(a)

Donnelly v Auckland District Court [2003] NZAR 303 (HC). In this

case, judicial review was brought to challenge a District Court decision
when an appeal had dismissed as being out of time . The conclusions
reached and authorities referred to at the end of page 306 and the top
of 307 are highlighted as being of particular relevance to the present
case, in particular the penultimate paragraph :
"The Court, other than in exceptional circumstances will not be
favourably disposed at attempts to subvert the time limits on appeal
through the issue of applications for review."

In this case, the arguments that form the basis for judicial review (that
the decision was unprincipled, lacking in reasons , was issued without
proper warning and the opportunity to make submissions, and resulted
in a miscarriage of justice/breach of the right to a fair trial) were all
obviously open on appeal, had Mrs Haden chosen to exercise that right
in a timely manner. She didn't choose to do so, and those rights have
thereby become stale, and cannot be refreshed simply by lodging
judicial review proceedings several years latter.
Mr Orlov, at para 27(a) of his submissions, seeks to simply dismiss
Donnelly as having any relevance as it concerned a claim under the

Family Protection Act.

With respect, the only aspect of the factual

context which is relevant is that Donnelly involved an attempt to
judicially review a decision which could have been appealed on the
same grounds and wasn't, because the time for doing so expired. In
that respect, the decision is on "all fours" with the present case .
(b)

Fraser v Robertson [1991] 3 NZLR 257 (CA) , in which judicial review

proceedings were struck out as an abuse of process as a consequence
31174847 :600154
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of both delay issues and a failure to pursue a right of appeal. The
particularly relevant passages are on page 260, lines 1 to 25. Again,
the grounds in the statement of claim in this case were available and
appropriate bases for an appeal that was not lodged in a timely fashion.
It is submitted that the application of the ratio in Fraser to the present
facts leaves strike out as the only possible outcome ..
At para 27(b), Mr Orlov seeks to dismiss the relevance of Fraser by
arguing that the present proceedings have a different "focus" than
previous attempts to challenge the unless orders. It is submitted that
the extensive review of previous documents provided above answers
that argument.

The focus has always been squarely on the

fundamental unfairness associated with the procedure adopted by the
District Court. Further, the real point is whether the grounds for review
now raised could have formed the basis of a substantive appeal back in
July/August 2007. The only possible answer to that is "yes, of course
they could have".
(c)

The comments of the Privy Council at paragraph [18] of Miller v
Commissioner of Inland Revenue.[2001] 3 NZLR 316 (PC), only

serve to further confirm the point, and it is unsurprising that Mr Orlov
does not attempt in his submissions to answer it.
(d)

RL and Anor v The Chief Executive of the Ministry of Social
Development and Ors [2009] NZCA 596 is the only case that provides

any support for Mrs Haden's position, but it is factually distinct in three
critical respects:
(i)

First and most fundamentally, the question of whether appeal
rights existed against the decision in question was in doubt.
That point immediately distinguished both Donnelly and Fraser.

(ii)

Second, even if a right of appeal existed, the procedural defects
complained of (which involved the placing of limits on cross
examination, the refusal to admit evidence and the refusal to
allow an adjournment) were not matters that could be properly
argued in a substantive appeal.

Those matters were "classic

judicial review fodder" . Here, the fundamental complaint is that
the unless orders were issued on an unprincipled basis, and that
the weight given to the right to Mrs Haden's lack of funds to pay
the costs awards, and to justice and free speech considerations
31174847:600154
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was insufficient. These are standard and central issues for an
appeal on the merits, and are very much matters of substance,
not procedure.

The only procedural elements present (the

failure to give forewarning or opportunity to make submissions)
are very much secondary, not to mention weak, points. As John
Hansen J observed, the power for the Court to issue unless
orders on its own motion, and without prior notice, was clear.
The only issue is whether that exercise of discretion was proper
on the facts of the case. That is an issue of substantive merits.
(iii)

Third, the subject matter of the proceedings was such that the
Court clearly felt a degree of latitude was required. The Leys
had lost custody of their children through a process that, on the
face of the pleadings, appeared harsh and unfair to them, and
could be blamed largely on failings of their chosen counsel. The
Court was clearly concerned to ensure that the inadequacies of
their counsel did not result in them being unfairly treated. These
considerations are absent in this case. Mrs Haden losses are

purely financial , and she is in every way the author of her own
I was initially un representated
I have since spent a small
misfortune, both through the choices that she has made in the
fortune on lawyers who have
not made the slightest difference. course of her anti-AWINZ "campaign", and in her choice to
remain unrepresented despite repeated urgings on the part of
the Court to obtain legal assistance.

My defence

was a campaign??

As a final point, it is noted that the RL case was not one in which delay
was a significant factor.

The decisions challenged were 5, 3 and 2

months old respectively at the time the proceedings were lodged in that
case. There was no prejudice to any party as a consequence of the
short delays involved in challenging the relevant decisions.

This

distinguishing point is the subject of the next section of these
submissions.
46.

Before moving on, however, it is worth commenting briefly on some other
arguments advanced by Mr Orlov in his submissions. At paragraph 4(b), Mr
Orlov, quotes from para 2.40 of Taylor's 'Judicial Review" . The equivalent
section in the current edition is 5.28, a copy of which is attached to these
submissions. It is clear from this that the position has changed since 1991 .
Subject only to the specific exceptions noted in RL, it is clear that "where a
right of appeal has been exercised, judicial review echoing the grounds of
31174847:600154
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appeal is likely to be struck out (the court will be reluctant to allow a second
bite at the cherry)" (p147, citing Butler v Removal Review Authority [1999]

NZAR 68, and other authorities).
47.

Butler is a case that provides a useful analysis of the principles that apply to

an application to strike out judicial review proceedings which follow an
unsuccessful appeal. A copy is attached for ease of reference. It highlights
that there may be situations where judicial review is fundamentally wider in
scope than an appeal, but strongly confirms that where, in substance, an issue
was before the appeal court, or could have been, no judicial review in relation
to that issue will be entertained.

The Court is invited to adopt the same

approach in this case.
48.

At paragraph 24 of his submissions, Mr Orlov cites the Nicholls decision. He
quotes from the judgment of Tipping J (without noting that it is at least in part a
dissenting judgment and without offering a page reference) . Putting that to one
side, it is submitted that the approach adopted by Tipping J in Nicholls is
entirely consistent with Fraser, Donnelly and Butler. If the error complained
of was capable of being identified and cured on appeal , then judicial review will
not lie. That is the essence of the abuse of process argument being advanced
by the defendants in this case.

49.

Mr Orlov seeks to argue in paragraph 25 that the errors complained of were
incapable of being cured on appeal because "the High Court explicitly refused
to admit any new evidence". This argument is not a cogent one in this context.

This new evidence proved that
The evidence that Mrs Haden sought unsuccessfully to introduce on the appeal
the court had been
misled and lied to
related solely to Judge Joyce QC's decision. It did not relate to the strike out of
the court had accepted
her statement of defence. Further, nowhere in the statement of claim is it
uncorroborated
evidence of the person alleged that the decision to strike out Mrs Haden's statement of defence was
who stood to gain.
vitiated by an error of law relating to factual error.

50.

Finally, no appeal rights were exercised in relation to the strike out of the
statement of defence. Counsel therefore presumes that Mr Orlov intended to
use Nicholls as an authority in relation to the review of Judge Joyce QC's
decision, not in relation to Judge Sharpe's strike out, and that paragraphs 24
and 25 of his submissions erroneously appear in the wrong section of his
submissions .
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Second ground for striking out review of unless orders: delay and prejudice

51.

Mr Orlov, at paragraph 4(a) of his submissions, asserts that delay in and of
itself can never constitute grounds for strike out of judicial review, and seeks to
support that by the assertion that there is no prejudice in this case, as the
defendants' costs have been paid out of funds held by AWINZ itself.

52.

In support, Mr Orlov refers to para 2.38 of Taylor and to the decisions of KingTurner and Franks. The equivalent passage in the second edition of Taylor is

5.29, which is attached. There it can be seen that delay has been identified as
grounds for strike out in a number of cases, and that prejudice (particularly
third party prejudice), together with explanation for delay, is the critical
consideration in determining whether delay is fatal.
53.

Explanation for delay in this case can be quickly dealt with.

There is no

explanation for delay in this case , other than that Mrs Haden chose not to seek
legal representation, and may not have been aware of the availability of judicial
review until recently. With respect, this has never been regarded by the courts
as an adequate excuse for delay, let alone a compelling one.
54.

As for prejudice, Mr Orlov seeks to entirely dismiss prejudice as a relevant
consideration by pointing to the fact that the defence of the appeal proceedings
and the present ones has been funded in the past from charitable funds held
by AWINZ.

With respect, this is an entirely facetious argument, for two

reasons:
(a)

Prejudice is a concept that goes far deeper than expenditure of legal
costs alone. As highlighted repeatedly in previous decisions (see the
references highlighted in

paragraphs 20, 31

and 39 of these

submissions), prejudice arises naturally and inevitably from the fact that
Mrs Haden had her defence struck out and chose not to challenge that
decision, thus allowing three years of litigation to unfold based on that
foundation stone. It is absurd to suggest that it is not prejudicial to a
successful party to proceedings to have the entire basis for those
proceedings reopened and the proceedings then relitigated on a
different basis. Cost is not the issue. Confidence in the integrity of the
legal process is the issue.
(b)

In this case, the matters in dispute between the parties have been a
hugely consuming aspect of all of their lives for the past four years.
31174847:600154
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Such litigation self-evidently takes a toll that goes far deeper than pure
financial loss. Reducing the concept of prejudice down to a matter of
legal costs alone is both blithe and disingenuous.
(c)

Further, if, as Mr Orlov implies, the prejudice in this case is to a third
party funder (AWINZ) then the fact that there is financial prejudice to a
third party makes the case for strike out more compelling, not less
compelling . As Taylor concludes, at p150:
"What has been held to be reasonable [delay] has ranged from
just a few days to years.

Every case will depend on the

individual mix of relevant factors. Of them, the effect of delay on
third parties is likely to be critical.

If third parties have been

adversely affected by the delay, then a remedy that may
adversely affect the third party will probably be refused. "

55.

At paragraph 20, Mr Orlov half-heartedly suggests that prejudice could be
overcome by "tailoring remedies" to "eradicate any perceived inconvenience to
the defendant. Unsurprisingly, no suggestions are offered in that respect. The
remedies sought in the statement of claim are for the decisions in question to
be quashed and the entire matter reheard. With respect, there is little room left
for tailoring in those remedies.
Third ground for striking out review of unless orders: Materiality of error

56.

Even if the grounds for challenging the unless orders could be sustained in this
case, the fact remains that a successful challenge would not alter the outcome
of the proceedings. The District Court already considered all of the evidence

Wright tells the court in this
advanced by the first plaintiff (which was not restricted in any way, despite the
paragraph that it was a
formal proof he contradicts hearing being a formal proof) and concluded that even had the defence of
this in paragraph 62 d,e & f

honest opinion been open to her, the result would have remained the same.
Any reviewable error made in the procedural steps leading up to the
determination of the claim was therefore immaterial to the result. The District
Court's conclusions in that respect were directly challenged on appeal, and that
challenge was soundly rejected by the High Court. Those findings are not
open to judicial review.
57.

The relevance of materiality to judicial review is well established , and was
discussed extensively in counsel's first submissions, to which no reply has
been offered by Mr Orlov. No further comment therefore needs to be made in
relation to this aspect of the case.
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Conclusion

58.

It is accordingly submitted that the challenge to unless orders and subsequent
strike out decision should be itself struck out.
Grounds for challenging the substantive decision of Judge Joyce QC

59.

Paragraphs 33 to 35 of the statement of claim identify 34 separate matters
which are said to constitute judicially reviewable error on the part of Judge
Joyce QC with respect to his decision dated 30 July 2008.

60.

As submitted previously, each one of those 34 matters were capable of being
challenged on appeal, and virtually all were in fact directly argued in some form

the object was to have
the process examined.

before Rodney Hansen J in the appeal hearing, or should and could have
been. The judicial review proceedings in this case are an open attempt by Mrs
Haden to have "a second bite at the cherry" and run precisely her appeal a
second time.

61 .

Again, it is submitted, based on Donnelly and Fraser in particular, that this is
an inappropriate use of judicial review proceedings and constitutes grounds in
this case for strike out on the basis of abuse of process.

Although it is

accepted that s4(1) the Judicature Amendment Act 1972 expressly reserves
the discretionary right of review notwithstanding rights of appeal, this cannot be
interpreted as a carte blanche invitation to simply relitigate an unsuccessful
appeal through judicial review proceedings, or use such proceedings to try and
run arguments that could and should have been raised on appeal.
62 .

The specifics of the statement of claim in this respect were addressed
comprehensively in paragraph 34 of the submissions presented by counsel at
the hearing. Much of what was argued there has not met any response on the
part of Mr Orlov, and is therefore reasserted with the following additional
observations:
(a)

At paragraph 32 of his submissions , Mr Orlov asserts that the question
of whether Mrs Haden could have raised arguments in her appeal which
are now sought to be raised in judicial review can only be determined by
evidence in a substantive hearing on judicial review. It is submitted that
this is incorrect. This question is one that can be readily determined on
the face of the pleadings and requires no evidence at all.

The real

inquiry here is whether there are any material issues of procedural
defect associated with Judge Joyce QC's decision which could only be
31174847:600154
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If not, then the

inevitable result, based on Fraser and Miller, is that this part of the
claim must be struck out.

It is submitted that the analysis set out at

paragraph 34 of counsel's first submissions demonstrates that no such
issues exist in this case, and that all defects now pleaded have either
already been argued, or could and should have been.
(b)

As mentioned, Mr Orlov has not attempted any fo rm of systemic
response to that analysis. Instead , he has sought to couch the issues
raised in res judicata language, and submit that the onus is on the
defendants to show that the issues raised in the pleadings have been
fully and finally determined already.

This is a misconception .

Res

judicata is not the basis for strike out being advanced here. This is an

abuse of process argument, and it is sufficient, based on Fraser and
Miller, that the Court is satisfied that the matters identified could have

been raised as relevant considerations on appeal, even if they were not.
(c)

Seen in that light, the submissions offered by Mr Orlov offer little
assistance . He acknowledges that post-hearing internet research and
apparent bias were issues raised on appeal, but effectively argues that
the "flavour" of those matters is different in judicial review. With respect,
this is a difficult argument to come to grips with. Either those matters
resulted in the decision being vitiated by error of law, in which case they
were capable of being raised on appeal, or they didn't, in which case
judicial review is pointless.

There is no perceivable middle ground.

This is a point that is echoed by Tipping J's observations in Nicholls,
referred to at para 24 of Mr Orlov's submissions.
(d)

Mr Orlov goes on to refer generally to breaches of natural justice, and
refers in that respect to the absence of discovery, and limitations upon
evidence and cross examination. However, these are not matters which
are relevant to Judge Joyce QC's decision.

He was determining a

formal proof hearing as to damages only on the evidence before him,
and that position was in turn fixed by the fact that Mrs Haden had no
wright here confuses the court
statement of defence. Any alleged breach of natural justice related to
as to formal proof there was only one formal
the procedural steps that led up to the formal proof hearing, not to the
proof and that was
as to damages
conduct of that hearing itself. These are therefore arguments that must
there was never a formal proof of the SOC

be restricted to the challenge to the unless orders.
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At paragraphs 43 and 44, Mr Orlov asserts that the manner in which
evidence was dealt with at the hearing resulted in unfairness.

It is

difficult to understand this argument. Judge Joyce QC was dealing with
a formal proof hearing on damages only.

Mrs Haden had filed

voluminous evidence on matters going to honest opinion and truth , and
effectively sought to run her case as if her statement of defence had not
been struck out. In order to avoid the proceedings being bogged down
in endless argument about admissibility, His Honour let all of that
evidence and argument to be presented. If he had denied Mrs Haden
the right to present evidence, it could be understood (at least
conceptually), how that could form the basis for some complaint on her
part. However, having given Mrs Haden full rein to present whatever
she wanted, it is frankly curious for her now to assert that he erred in
dOing so and that she suffered some breach of natural justice as a
consequence.
(f)

Once more, any complaint based on the restriction of evidence has to

this again shows that there
be seen in the context of the inherent nature of the proceeding. The
was no evidence of the soc and
strike out of the defence resulted in the hearing being formal proof, with
contradicts his earlier
statement para 56
evidence only relevant on the issue of quantum of damages. Unless

that strike out can be successfully challenged at this late stage, judicial
review of the substantive proceedings on the basis of alleged restriction
of evidence is entirely pointless. Sending it back to a rehearing of the
formal proof with an instruction to restrict evidence to matters of

this is deceptive
what he
has said is effectively true damages only (which is the way the hearing admittedly should
because this process would
technically have proceeded in the first place), could only strengthen the
again skip the process
case against Mrs Haden. The same outcome would be absolutely
of seeking to prove the SOC
there has never been a determination that defamation
assured .
has occurred.

63.

In conclusion, some additional comments are offered on the issue of bias. Mr
Orlov argues that bias is a standalone ground for judicial review which can be
seen independently of the same argument raised on appeal. He says the issue
of bias in the context of the appeal was whether the decision was unbalanced
and wrong, but that the issue on judicial review is whether j ustice was not
"seen to be done" because of apparent bias.

64.

Mr Orlov concedes that there may be a res judicata issue here, but argues that
this is best determined in the context of a substantive hearing on the merits.
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65.

Contrary to Mr Orlov's understanding, this is not a strict res judicata issue. It is
a question of whether the subject matter of the appeal and of the judicial review
are sufficiently similar so as to constitute an abuse of process. It is submitted
that this is self-evidently so.

66.

Furthermore, there is a fundamental issue of materiality at stake here which
cannot be ignored. Rodney Hansen J determined in that any lack of balance
implicit in the language utilised in the judgment could not hide the fact that the
result was "unassailable in fact and law" (see Tab 15, para [71]). That is, any
bias that could be implied was not material to the outcome in any way.
Seeking judicial review on the basis of bias is therefore, it is submitted, an
exercise in futility, and the pleading can be struck out equally on that basis.

Mrs Haden's 13 July Affidavit

67 .

The strike out application before Your Honour has been brought, not on the
basis of disputed facts, but on the face of the Court record. At the hearing, Mr
Orlov indicated the possible need for Mrs Haden to file an affidavit which filled
gaps in that record . In Your Honour's Minute dated 15 July 2010, the following
was noted:

"There would be no objection to a brief affidavit simply annexing materials
that formed part ofthe Court record. There are however, obvious difficulties
about the filing of an affidavit which went further than that. Mr Wright will
have leave, in the event that he considers any such affidavit to be
unauthorised, to deal with that aspect of the matter in his submissions in
reply."
68.

Notwithstanding this relatively direct guidance, Mrs Haden has sought to file an
extensive affidavit raising yet again new evidential matters which she says
supports her case on judicial review. None of the attachments she refers to in
her affidavit form part of the Court record. The affidavit transparently seeks to
bolster Mrs Haden's persistent claim that she had a valid defence of truth and
honest opinion, and to raise a multitude of new issues regarding her complaints
about the way the formal proof hearing was conducted, many of which are not
even pleaded.

69.

there has never been a formal proof of the SOC

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Mr Orlov has chosen not to refer to Mrs Haden's
affidavit at all in his submissions, indicating his tacit acceptance that it cannot
be seen as being of any relevance to the strike out.

To the extent that the

materials in the affidavit are new, and were not before the District Court at the
31174847:600154

time of the decisions challenged, they can be of no possible relevance to
judicial review. To the extent that they were before the Court, their existence is
a matter of weight given to evidence, which is not a justiciable concern in
judicial review either.
70.

It is accordingly submitted that the affidavit ought to be disregarded in totality.
However, should the Court regard any of the content of the affidavit as relevant
to these proceedings, leave is sought to respond specifically to any such

Wright again steers the content. The affidavit is not accepted by the respondents as being true, and
court away from the facts
the fact that an affidavit in response is not proposed to be filed ought not be
extolling the court
to disregard it .
taken in any way as an admission to that effect.
If the court was to read it then it may alert them to the injustice
Don't ever be a whistle blower in NZ

it simply is not safe to do so .

3rd day of August 2010

N D Wright
Solicitor for the defendants
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Dunedin cr 14/99.25 February 2000.
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Relief not in Public Interest
5.28

Altemative remedies Section 4( I) of the JAA specifically
provides that a remedy may be granted notwithstanding that there is a
right of appeal. A remedy under tbe JAA may. however, be refused if
there is a more appropriate alternative remedy. The most common
alternative remedy is a right of appeal. In the early days of the JAA, tbe
courts followed the common law position that failure to exercise a right
of appeal was only a factor in deciding whether to grant a remedy.1 At
one point in the twenty-first century there seemed to be a default position
that relief will be refused if there is an adequate appeal right.2 The Court
of Appeal stated the position as that the existence of an appeal right (to
the District Court) in which all tbe grounds of judicial review could be
raised, together with a 28-day appeal period. indicated an intention to
exclude judicial review'> This was confirmed by Haines HOllse Haulage
Ltd l' Wright" where the Court referred to there being "an established
practice" of refusing relief where the plaintitf has failed to exercise a
right of appeal. 5 The critical point is that of adequacy of the appeal right.
Where all the grounds of judicial review are available, the appeal right is
prima facie adequate f , Where not all the grounds are available, but those
relied on are available, it would seem to follow that the appeal right is
also prima facie adequate. 7 The contrary is true, namely. that if the
grounds to be relied on are not available on appeal, then the appeal right
is not adequate.~ Adequacy of an appeal right will depend also on the
nature and powers of the appellate authority,9 and on the scope of any
rights of appeal. III Keane J explained the rationale in Ch 'elle Properties
(Ne1\' Zealand) Ltd \' Commissioner ot/Illand Rae/wei 1 thus:
The objection procedure is not just primary; it is also curative. The
Taxation Review Authority. in the exercise of its jurisdiction. has
the same powers of assessment as the Commissioner, and if on an
objection the Commissioner is found to have acted in error. that
.can be cured by the Authority'S rresh exercise or discretion.
If Keane J's rationale is correct, and it is more in keeping with s 4 of the
JAA than a simple comparison of available grounds, the effect of appeal
rights on judicial review remedies will not be as great as would appear
13
from rVis/0l1gl2 and Hoil1es [-IO/lse Half/age. The most recent Court of
Appeal decision
in 2009. R L \' Chief'
Execlitil'e, Mill is til• , of'Social
14
.
.
De\'e/opment suggests, even though neither case was referred to. that
14(,
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Wislang and Haines HO/lse Half/age were the highwater mark and the law
has now returned to a more even balance.
But even under IVislang and Haines HOllse Haulage, where all
grounds are available on appeal. the presumption is rebuttable. as where
there has been abuse of power or possibly where the error claimed is fatal
to the exercise of statutory power and it would be wasteful to require the
Is
appeal process to be pursued
It follows from Hailles HOllse Halflage, l('
although perhaps not from Ch 'elle, 17 that where a right of appeal has been
exercised, judicial review echoing the grounds of appeal is likely to be
struck out (the court will be "reluctant" to allow a second bite at the
cherry) I s Again. R L casts doubt on that proposition. Analogously, a
remedy was refused in Fraser" Robertso/l,q where an appeal to the Publ ic
Service Appeal Board had been lodged but not proceeded with and any
remedy granted would have consisted of a referral of the matter to the
Board. A right of appeal to a minister is not generally regarded as
sufficient to warrant refusal of a judicial review remedy.
An administrative remedy was held to justify refusal of a remedy in
Hines \' Manager oj' Custodial Sen'ices. Alickland Prison 211 This case is
somewhat anomalous and seems from the judgment to owe much to the
prison context of the case. Bringing judicial review proceedings does not
entitle a plaintiff to an interim order prohibiting the hearing of an appeal
brought by another party in the matter: Slipper /slami Resort Ltd \'
Number 0111' TOll'n and COllntry Planning Appeal Board." I The approach
in Wislang and Haines to alternative appeal rights might seem to put
judicial review into a process of "last resort". Possibly. this was seen by
the Judges in R L as needing to be corrected. An inference from Wislung
and Haines is that the approach it represents is a policy position that the
cheaper and quicker appeal process is more efficient in terms of judicial
lime. and if the potential outcomes are equal to those of judicial review.
then efficient use of judicial time is the appropriate test. If so. R L would
seem to represent a return to consideration of substantial justice rather
than procedural efficiency.
If the approach in Wislang and Haines were to return it is considered
noteworthy that it may in the end be more costly all round to have (as in
the alternative appeal process in Wis/ani") a general appeal in the
District Court followed by appeal to the High Court if the issues are
essentially judicial review ones. Thus, in Stevenson \' Hardl, ."·1 it was held
there was no need to exercise a right of appeal tj'om a single Industrial
Court Judge to the Full Court. because there had been a six-ll1onth delay
in the Judge giving reasons (there was doubt about when time to appeal
ran), and the issues were important ones which could come to the
Supreme Court anyway on appeal from the Full Industrial Court. Some
eal'jier cases where judicial review was granted notwithstanding a right of
appeal to a court are put in doubt by IVisloni.J and Haines HOllse
Haulage,25 although they may be found appropriate if the R L"" approach
Were adopted. One of the earlier cases is WilkillS v Allckland District
Court,27 where it \\as held that notwithstanding the right of appeal , a
remedy in judicial revie\v would still be available in the case of
'147
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illegitimate exercise or abuse of power where the result is clearly unjust.
It may be that where only error or law is raised. a remedy might be
granted only in exceptional situations because or the statutory policy in
time limits on appeals noted in /vislani" (although the availability or the
"innominate ground" even there was noted in fYilkills). Another or the
earlier cases -is MilliS/IT of' Fisheries \' Christchurch Dis/rict COIlr/. 20
where the Court described the context of the claim that informations were
inegularly laid as having a "judicial review feel", and held that it was
appropriate to seek judicial reviewal' the convictions rather than appeal
them .. n A case where some issues are ap~(alable. and others not. C~I~
appropnately be brought by JudiCial review" In the highly unusual case'of Wellillgloll Regiollal COllnc;1 \' Burrell Demolilion Ltd." it was held
that the plaintiff council's power to review the conditions on Burrell's
resource consent under s 128 or the Resource Management Act 1991 was
no reason to refuse it a declaration. This proposition was not put in doubt
by the Cou.rt of A~peal d~cisiol1.~~ Some statutes re~~ire an appeal right
to be exerCised before JudiCial revIew can be brought .. ·

2

3

4
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7
8
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10
II
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If'islallg I' Medical Practitiollers Discil'lill"'T Committee [1974]
I NZLR 21); Rilid I' ROl'/C.I· [1977] 2 NZLR 472 (CA).
/Vislallg " Medical COllllcil ol Nelt· Zeah1l1d [2002] NZAR 573 (CA).
Appeal dismissed [2005] NZAR 670n (PC).
/Vislallg I' Medical COllllcil ,,(Nelt' Zealalld [2002] NZAR 573 at [31].
Haines HOllse Halliage Ltd I' IV/'ight C A265/02. 3 November 2003.
Hailles House Haulage Ltd I' Wright CA265102. 3 November 2003 at
[8]. apparently approving the statement to that effecl at first instance.
See. also. She/Illerd I' Disputes Tribullal [2(04) NZAR 319 (HC)
holding thaI judicial review was not available as a means of avoiding a
restricted right (1f appeal.
Wislallg I' Medical COllllcil '!lNell' Zealalld [2002] NZAR 573. This is
so with appeals to the Taxation Review AUlhorily - Go/dell Bay
CelllclIl Co Ltd " CVllllllissioller o(llIlolld Rel'ellue [199t'i] 2 NZLR 665
(CA) (judicial review of validity or income tax assessments - Income
Tax Acl 1976. s 30 should be used); Nell' Zealalld Wool Board I'
CVllllllissioller ,,(llIlalld Rel'ellue [1997J 2 NZLR 6 (CAL (the judicial
review proceeding was slayed to be joined wilh the objecti(1n):
COlllmissioner orflliulld R(?1'elllle I' Ti Toki Cahurels (1989) Ltd [2001]
1 NZLR 147: Miller l' COl1/missioller oU11lalld Rel'elllle [2001] 3 NZLR
316 (PC).
See the discussion on appeals On questions of law at para 4.06 above.
This is so wilh appeals from the Land Valuation Tribunal - Telecom
Nell' Zealand Ltd I' Christchurch City Coullcil C A25/04, 7 March 2005.
In TelecolII Nelt· Zealwld Ltd I' Christchllrch Citl' COllllcil CA25104,
7 March 200S, the Court of Appeal noted the limited jurisdiction of the
Land Valuation Tribunal (valuing land), absence of power to order that
the valuation process be slarled again (1r to declare a valualion a nullity,
and the Tribunal's membership (3 majority ofvaluers - though it olien
sits with a District Court judge and one valuer) as pointing against the
Tribunal having the power to deal with judicial review grollnds.
Irislallg I' '\/"dicol COllllcil olNell' Zeolalld [2(02) NZAR 573.
Ch 'ell" Pml'<?rties (Nell' Zealalld) Ltd I' Commissioller oj' IlIlalld
Rel'elllle (200S) 22 NZTC 19.622 at [52].
H-'ishlllg I' Medical COlillcil olNell' Zealand [2002] NZAR 573.
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Hailles HOllse Halilage Ltd l' Wright C A2(iS/02, 3 November 2003.
R L I' Chief' Execllti'·e. Millistn' ,!f'Sociol Del'e/oplII<,1II [2()09] NZC A
596.
MilicI' I' Comlllissioller o( IlIlwld Rel'elllle [200 I] 3 NZLR 31 (i at [I R].
citing Harl!'.\' Dl!l'elopmellts Ltd I' COlllmissioller "lllliand Rel'elllle
[1996] I WLR 727 (PC): and Goldell Bm' Cemllllt Co Ltd l'
CVllllllissioller ollllialld Rel'lllllle [1996]2 NZLR 665.
Hailles HOllse HOllloge Ltd I' W,.ight C A265/02, 3 November 200].
CIT 'elle Properties (Nell' lealalld) Ltd I ' COllllllissiolle,. o( IlIlalld
Rel'ellue (2005) 22 NZTC 19,622 at [52].
Blltler \' Remo\'(t! Rel'iell' Allthoritl· [1999) NZAR 63 (fIC).
Fraser I' Robertsoll [1991] 3 NZLR 257 (CA).
Hille.> I' MUllager oj'Custod;al Sen'ices. Allcklalld Prisoll [2007] NZAR
297 (He).
Slllil''''' lslwld Resort Ltd I' Nllmher Glle TOlm alld COlllltlT PllIIlllillg
Appeal Boord[1981] I NZLR 143 (CA).
11'is/allg I' Medical COllncil olNell' Zealalld [2002] NZAR 573.
Stepellsoll I' Han(F (1994) 63 SASR 86 (FC). On occasions the alleged
alternative remedy will be a proceeding in a different authority. Here
illuch will depend on the procedure and remedies available in thaI other
authorilY: see F".or I' SI'stellls Sen'ices Pt.I· Ltd (1995) 130 ALR 163
(IRe. FC) (not a judicial review case) where the allernative was an
industrial tribunal in South Australia.
Wishlllg I' Medical COllllcil olNelt' ZealOild [2002] NZAR 573.
Hailles House Halliage Ltd I' Wright CA265/02, 3 November 2003.
R L I' Chiel ExeClltil'e, Millistrl' ol Sociol Del'elol'lIIellt [2009] NZC A
596.
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lVilkills l' Allcklwld Disli ict Court (1997) 10 PRNZ 395, on review
(1998) II PRNZ 232.
/vislallg I' Medical Coullcil o(Nell' Zealalld [2002] NZAR 573.
Millistry a(Fisheries I' Christcllllrch District Callrt [200 IJ NZAR 437.
This was a point made in R L l' Chief ExeclItil'e, Afillistr\' or Social
Del'elol'lIIellt [2009) NZCA 596.
Nalldell I' Wellillgtoll City COllllcil [2000) NZRMA 556.
More Iypical are Sillgh (AJalkit) \' Allome.v·Gelleral [2000] NZAR 125
(HC) where the fact that the Reti.lgee Status Appeals Authority heard
cases de novo, meant that no remedy should be granted for a breach of
natural justice in the making of the initial decision and Ngllli Mal'll I'
Tlzallles-Cvl'OlII<llIdel District COllllcil HC Hamilt(1n CIV-2004-4RS000330, 27 August 2004, where, although an application for judicial
review aner unsuccessfi.Ji appeals under the Resource Management Act
1991 was permitted and the plaintiff succeeded in establishing grounds
of review. a remedy was refused in the Court's discretion.
Wellingtoll Regional COlmcil,' Burrell DelllO/itioll Ltd HC Wellinglon
AP25/0 1,30 April 2001.
Bllrrell DemolitiOIl Ltd I' Wellillgtoll RegiOlwl Coullcil CAI61/01,
18 March 2002.
Official Information Act 1982. s 34; Local Govemment Information and
Meetings Act 1987, s 37; Resource Management Act 1991,5296.
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Delay Unlike legislation governing the procedure for judiciul
review in many jurisdictions overseas, New Zealand does not have a
particular limitation period for making all application under the JAA or
Part 30 of the High Court Rules 2008,1 The consequential public interest
aspect is, as the COllrt of Appeal has commented, that this is oilly
14q
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tolerable if courts only entertain applications made reasonably promptly."
The yardstick of reasonableness is not susceptible of a rule-based
'approach, but depends on a !lumber of factors including the length of the
delay. the reasons for it. the effect of the delay on third parties or on
public administration. and any legislative indication of a special need for
promptness. What has been held to be reasonable has ranged rrom just a
few days to years. Every case will depend on the individual mix or
relevant factors. or them. the errect of delay on third parties is likely to
be critical. I r third parties have been adversely affected by the delay, then
a remedy that may adversely atTect the third party will probably be
refused ..' If there is no adverse errect, delay is unlikely to be fatal. all
other factors being equal: however, delay by itself will seldom, if ever.
result in relier being denied.~ In these circumstances. it is useful to
provide a schedule of exa111ples.
(1)

In .·llIckland Casino Ltd I' Casino Control AlItllOrit'" it was
cOlllmented that had a ground of review been established. a remedy
would have been refused for delay. Given the financial size of the
project proceedings had to be launched with the utmost expedition
before work commenced.

(2)

In Nell' Zealand Police I' North Shore District COlIIl an application
for review was held to be too late when it was filed six weeks after
expiry of the appeal period. although there were additional factors
militating against grnnting a remedy,

(3)

In Gordoll " Rr'gislr"r, Dislricl COliI'I at HUlllill01l a delay of three
weeks in seeking review by the Registrar of his decision. and a further
two months after re<.:eiving a prompt reply 1'-0111 the Registrar. would
have resulted in a remedy being rerused had an error been found.

(4)

In JII! Victoria Rr'silielll,I' Associatioll Illc I' Wellillgtoll Citl' COlllICil R
the delay of eight months was nol too long_ the COllrt observing that
commencing litig8tion was a major issue for voluntary associations
such as the plaintiff which excused some delay.

(5)

In GUI1I1 I' Quota AIII"/o/ Allt/writl'" a delay of nine months was not
such as to warrant refusing a remedy given the lilllited impact on third
parties and the gravity oCthe errors alleged.

(6)

In Beach Road Pres<!ITuliol1 Societl ' I' Whollg"r"i District COIlIICil")
delay of about ten months was held not to be prejuciicial because the
consent holder had barely started building work when the proceeding
was commenced.

(7)

(8)

(9)

In Fraser l' Robertson delays between two years and four years three
months were held to be too 10llg ill combination witil the existence of
a current appeal right.

(10)

In HOllraki Colchll/enf Board v Andrell~~15 a delay of two-and-a-half
years was not fatal since no one was prejudiced by the delay, although
l6
the C01ll1 also commented that a delay that long would normally be
fatal in a matter such as one with respect to rating.

(I I)

In Reid v R(JlI'le/ a remedy was granted notwithstanding a delay of
two years and eight months,

( 12)

In Heanel' " Rodl1ey District COll/]cill~ the five-year delay was held
not only to have effectively waived the breach but also to be too long
to allow a remedy to be granted.

( 13)

In Vickerll/an Fisheries Ltd I' Allomey-General 19 a five-year delay did
not result in refusal of a remedy: a claim for damages for invalid
action had been made within one year, the permit validly denied to
Vickerman had been granted to the purchaser frolll Vickerman of the
vessel concerned. and Vickerman had complained to the Ombudsman
whose generally favourable report took three years to produce.

7

No longer periods have been allowed, but for completeness refusals of
relief where there have been longer periods are collected. 20

7

In T/I,."er " Alli.\'(J/lII a delay of one year was too long. given that
contrads had been entered into on the basis of the decision
challenged. but the Court of Appeal commented that in the absence of
evicience of prejuciice to others, cielay is unlikely to prevent a court
giving an applicant a remedy,l"
In B"ITel1 " Tr' Rllllun;!:" 0 Ngati I'll IlIc13 18 Illonths was too long
where. in the intervening time. two incumbents of the position Barrett
had held (and removal /1'0111 which he \\'as challenging) had come anci
gone,
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In England. the issue of delay has to be addressed at the time of granting
leave to bring proceedings. and if leave is granted where there has been
a delay. the question of delay cannot be reverted to at the point of
discretion to grant a remedy: R l' Crilllinal Injllries COlllpensali!m
Board ex parle A [1999] 2 AC 300 (HL).
Fraser,' Roberrsol1 [1991]3 NZLR 257 (CA).
In Vining I' Nelsoll Cifr CO/Illcil He Nelson CP23 /99. 16 November
2000. the Court considered it to be clear law that HiI' parties go ahead
with work, knowing such to be the subject of challenge or dispute
through non-notification. they cannot be heard to later complain"_ It saw
this as having a corollary that if plaintiffs see work commencing ancl
delay subjecting it to challenge, then the Court's discl:etion would be
exercised against them. See, recently. RlIs.I·elll' TaSlllal1 Dislricl COllllcil
HC Nelson CIV-2009-442-305. 24 September 2009; and Shline
ElIle/pri.H's LId l' Qlleel1Sl01l'n Lakes Dislricl Coullcil HC Invercargill
CIV-2008-425-650, 6 November 2009.
This passage ill the first editiOIl was approved in Beach Road
Presermtion Sociely,' Whongorei Dislricl COllncil (2001) 16 PRNZ 13;
[2001] NZRMA 176.
Allckland Casino Ltd v Casino Conlrol Authority [1995]1 NZLR 142
(CA).
Nell' Zealalld Police l' Norlh Shore DislriCI COllr! HC Auckland M752SWO I. 3 December 200 I.
Gordoll l' Regislral', Dis/riel COliI'I al Hail/ilIon (1994) 8 PRNZ 27.

8

All I'iclori" Residellls AssucialiOIl file " Wellinglon Cil,' C"ullcil [2009]

9

NZRMA 257. (2009) 15 ELRNZ 130 (HC).
Gillin "Qllo!a Appeal Alllhol'il), [1993] NZAR 102.

10

Beach Road Presen'alion Socir'''' " IJ'hallgarei Di.Hl'icl COl/l/cil (200 I)

II

TIiI'llI!I'" ,1I/ison [lll71] NZLR 833 (CA).

16PRNZ 13: [2001] NZRMA 176.
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Tumer I' AlIi,lO" [1971] NZLR 833 at RSO-RSI,
Borrell \' Te Rlilloliga 0 iVg,,'i Pllille [2002) NZAR 296,
Tn',H'r,' Roher"wlI [1991 J 3 NZLR ~57,
/-foumki COlchll1ent Boord \' A ndr" II ',I [1987J I NZLR 445 (C A),
/-fullmki Calchll1elll Boord \' A IIdreli ',I' [1987] I NZLR 445 at 448 per

Cooke p,
17

Reid \' ROII 'le\ ' [1977] 2 NZLR 472 (C A),

18

/-Ieolle." \' Rodllel' Dislriel COlllleil He

(5)

10

5.30

Technical errol' Section 5 of tile JAA confers an express
power to refuse relief where the error is a defect in form or a technical
irregularity. This section is restricted to statutory powers of decision and
does not extend to other exercises of statutory power. I Within that limit
the section reiterates the factor that in exercising the discretion to grant a
remedy prejudice to the plaintiff should be evident." The section goes
further to permit an order validating the decision where there has been no
"substantial \vrong or miscarriage of justice" occurring as a result of a
"defect" in form or a technical irregularity. The validation may be made
on terms and the court's jurisdiction as to terms upon which a validating
order is issued is phrased very generally. Section 5 appears to have been
relied on in few cases, but doubtless has lain behind many others:'
( I)

Chisholm \' Christchurch Aletropolitan Refitse Disposal Committee,4
where a failure to appoint members of a committee following the
triennial local government elections was lound not to have caused a
substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice. By its nature, the case was
not one in which a declaration of , validity could have been appropriate.

(2)

Heta \' Superintendent, Auckland Prison' where Heta applied for
judicial review of his security classi lication on the basis of prison
officials'
failure
to
eliminate
the
alternatives
of
"superintendent/authorised officer/visiting justice" as the hearing
officer for three of four charges heard at the same ti me.

(3)

Faillire of an abortion licence to state the indi vidual licence holder
was held to be only a technical defect in 0 'Neill I' Otog() Area Health

(4)

Steil1bom \. Mi){ister of IlJlllligmlion was a deportation case in which

Board."
7

the Court held thaI the conviction providing jurisdiction to deport
could be identified by court and date, and if there were more than one

152

Re Vincenl in which the Court, considering the implications of
finding that breach of a procedural rule made the decision one of
"illegal detention", labelled the breach technical. 9 While not striclly an
application of s 5, the case aptly demonstrates the adage that there are
more ways than one to skin a cat.

Auckland CIV-2003-404-

"iekel'lllall Fisheries Ltd
Allo/'lle\'-Gelleml He. Wellington
CP I 00719\. CP655 /R7, 26 August 1994,
In King-TIII'I/"r I ' Millisf"r qf'Agricullllr" ",,,I Tislt ..ries HC Blenheim
A4/83, 31 .July 1989, a six-year delay coupled with lack of prejudice to
the plainti rr led to a remedy being re I'used, Thirteen years was too long
in /-Iulltle\' " ,·/lfol'l/I!\·- Gelleml HC Wellington CP4R2/RR, 10 l\'larch
1999, when combined with sale of the quota in issue some II years
earlier. In Ngali AI''' Ki Te Waipol1lwlI1u Tl'lIsl \. Allo/'lll'\'-Gellemi HC
Wellington CPI15/98, I September 2002, 12 years was held (obiter) to
be too long, as it was in GoodS/III) ,. Alillister of' Fisheries HC
Wellington CPIS5/IJ7, 9 October 2002, where there \las the added
element of prejudice to third parties.

5.30

such conviction. the offence must be identified, but the error of citing
1999 instead of 2000 in the date of the conviction was a technical
ell'Or and did not prejudice Steinborn on the facts.

003480, I (i March 20()4,
19

Review

(6)

In MOIgaJl \' Chief Executive, Department (I(CorreClioJls lo it was held
that, while the visiting justice breached natural justice by failing to
take Morgan with her to view a notice the contents and interpretation
of which were in issue. the breach was technical because the question
was really one of law (the interpretation of the notice).11

(7)

In Wi/SOli \' Allckland Ci(1' Coul7cil (No
the making of a decision
by a local government officer who did 110t have the delegated power to
make it was regarded as a technical error because the decision was
made in good faith. This decision is considered to be incorrect since
the officer had no basis for acting.

(8)

In Indian 1Vedding Supplies Ltd \' Singh, the High Court. in dealing
with a review of a Disputes Tribunal which is directed by its statute l4
to decide "according to the substantial merits and justice of the case"
held that an error as to the Tribunal's jurisdiction was a technical error
in terms of s 5 because the ultimate decision was in accordance with
the substantial merits and justice of the case. While Heta is a clear
instance of a defect in form or technical irregularity, the failure to
have a parly present when viewing the document whose "get up"
could well be significant to its interpretation is scarcely a "technical"
error. The decision in JdO/gan should probably have been put on the
basis of materiality. IS

2/"

I,

The Chisholm, Wilson and Indian 1Vedding decisions stray far beyond the
concept of s 5 and question the mle of law itself; the Court in Wilson did
not require the law to be adhered to on questions of the conferral and
extent of power because the effect of what was actually done was
regarded as appropriate.
Errors were held to be more than mere defects in form or technical
irregularities in Smith v Waikato COllnt!' COZII1cil 16 (failure to give
reasons); Tallranga Joint Generation Commiffee \' Tauranga COllnty
17
COllnci/ (notice was not given to interested persons of an application for
a specified departure); Westland COlin!) ' COllnci! I' GreymOllth Harbollf'
l8
Board (failure to pass a special resolution in levying a rate); and Ngoti
Mant v Thames-Corolllondel District COlll1ci/ 19 (breach of legitimate
expectation). Failure to extend time within a reasonable period after the
statutory time limit has expired is not a technical defect 2n Bringing a
disciplinary proceeding under one provision that was inappropriate when
there was another appropriate provision was a technical error as there was
no prejudice from using the inappropriate provision. 21
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CP 58/97

Held (striking out the judicial review)
(1) Judicial review was available in this proceeding if the respondent
had exceeded its powers, made an error of law, proceeded in breach of
natural justice, reached a decision which no reasonable authority could
have reached, or abused its powers. This ambit was wider than correcting
an error of law in an appeal.
(2) But looking at the four causes pleaded in the judicial review and
comparing them with the points raised on appeal, they did not raise wider
issues than those pleaded in the appeal.
(3) Each of the four causes of action in the statement of claim
attempted to relitigate matters which either were, or should have been,
argued on appeal. The proceedings were an abuse of the Court's process
and the statement of claim would be struck out.
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Application
This was an application by the second defendant to strike out the
statement of claim in a judicial review of the first defendant's decision on
16 October 1997 rejecting the plaintiff's appeal against removal orders on
herself and two sons. On 4 March 1998 the plaintiff's appeal against the
same decision was dismissed by Giles J.

Judicial review - Application to strike out - Removal Review
Authority - Decision subject to unsuccessful appeal - Whether judicial
review proceedings an attempt to relitigate - Immigration Act 1993,
ss 63B, 115A, I 16; Judicature Amendment Act 1972, s 4( 1); New Zealand
Bill of Rights Act 1990, s 27(2).

The plaintiff's husband claimed refugee status on behalf of his family.
That claim and the appeal to the Refugee Status Appeals Authority were
rejected. The husband's application for judicial review and appeal were
also dismissed. The plaintiff and her two children were served with
removal orders. They appealed unsuccessfully to the Removal Review
Authority on humanitarian grounds and an appeal to the High Court was
also dismissed. These judicial review proceedings of the Removal Review
Authority's decision were then started. The second defendant (Minister of
Immigration) applied in this application to strike out the statement of
claim on the grounds that the judicial review was an attempt to relitigate
the appeal and was an abuse of the Court's process. The second defendant
argued that each of the four causes of action in the judicial review had
been argued and determined on appeal in the High Court.

Jval Review Authority

Cases referred to in judgment
Abrahams Wool Exchange Ltd v Norlake Wool Ltd (1986) 1 PRNZ 101
Ali v Deportation Review Tribunal [1997J NZAR 208
Attorney-General v Prince and Gardner [1998) I NZLR 262 (CA)
Butler v Removal Review Authority [1998] NZAR 409
Fraser v Robertson [1991] 3 NZLR 257 (CA)
Miller v Commissioner of lnland Revenue [1995] 3 NZLR 664 (CA)
Minister of Immigration v Gholami [1996] NZAR 52 (CA)
Sadd v Waitangi Tribunal (High Court, Wellington CP 322/93,
13 May 1994, Greig J)
Tiumalu v Removal Review Authority (High Court, Auckland HC 67/96,
M 1226/96, 21 October 1996, Robertson J)
Yat Tung Investment Co Ltd v Dao Heng Bank Ltd [1975J AC 581 (PC)

Butler v Removal Review Authority

High Court Wellington
2 October 1998
WildJ

Butler v R

ED France for the second defendant
E D Patchett for the plaintiff

WILD J.
The issue
Having unsuccessfully appealed to this Court against a decision of the
Removal Review Authority ("the Authority"), the plaintiff has brought
this proceeding in which she seeks judicial review of that same decision of
the Authority. The issue is whether her statement of claim seeking judicial
review should be struck out on the ground that it is an attempt to relitigate
matters.

f:

The background
The plaintiff and her younger son arrived in New Zealand from Northern
Ireland in 1992. The plaintiffs husband had already been in New Zealand
since 1991 and had claimed refugee status, on the basis that he was a
member of a banned political organisation in Northern Ireland and feared
for his life if he had to return there. The plaintiff sought consideration of
the whole family as refugees. That claim was rejected by the NZIS and
Mr Butler's appeal to the Refugee Status Appeals Authority was rejected.
Mr Butler's application to this Court for judicial review and his appeal to
the Court of Appeal were also dismissed. The plaintiff and the two
children were, in the meantime, served with removal orders. They
appealed to the Removal Review Authority under s 63B of the
Immigration Act 1993 ("the Act") on the grounds that there existed
exceptional circumstances of an humanitarian nature making it unjust or
unduly harsh that they be removed from New Zealand. The Authority
rejected that appeal in a decision issued on 16 October 1997. On
23 October 1997 the plaintiff appealed from that decision to the High
Court under s 115A of the Act alleging nine errors of law on the
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Authority's part. That appeal was dismissed by Giles J in a judgment
delivered on 4 March 1998 and now reported as Butler v Removal Review
Authority [1998] NZAR 409. Section 116 of the Act provides a right of
further appeal to the Court of Appeal with leave, if that appeal raises a
question of general and public importance. The plaintiff did not seek
leave.
This proceeding, seeking judicial review of the Removal Review
Authority's decision, was commenced on 9 March 1998, five days after
Giles J had dismissed the s lISA appeal against the Authority's decision.
Giles J mentioned in his judgment that one of the plaintiff's children had
left New Zealand and I was informed from the Bar that the second has
now also gone overseas.
The application
The second defendant applies for an order striking out the statement of
claim, on the ground that it challenges the Authority'S decision on
essentially the same grounds as those advanced in the plaintiff'S earlier,
unsuccessful appeaL Accordingly, contends the second defendant, this
proceeding is an attempt to relitigate. Even if the issues it raises are not
strictly res judicata, it is an abuse of the Court's process.
Strike out principles
These are well established, a convenient restatement being at p 6 in the
Court of Appeal's judgment in Attorney-General v Prince and Gardner
[1998J 1 NZLR 262, 267 (CA):
A striking-out application proceeds on the assumption that the facts pleaded
in the statement of claim are true. That is so even although they are not or
may not be admitted. It is well settled that before the Court may strike out
proceedings the causes of action must be so clearly untenable that they
cannot possibly succeed (Lucas & Son (Nelson Mail) Ltd v O'Brien [1978] 2
NZLR 289 at pp 294-295; Takara Properties Ltd (in receivership) v Rawling
[1978] 2 NZLR 314 at pp 316-317); the jurisdiction is one to be exercised
sparingly, and only in a clear case where the Court is satisfied it has the
requisite material (Gartside v Sheffield, Young & Ellis [1983] NZLR 37 at
p45; Electricity Corporation Ltd v Geotherm Energy Ltd [1992] 2 NZLR
641); but the fact that applications to strike out raise difficult questions of
law, and require extensive argument does not exclude jurisdiction (Gartside v
Sheffield, Young & Ellis).

These principles apply equally to the striking out of a judicial review
proceeding Miller v Commissioner of Inland Revenue (1995) 3 NZLR
664, 668 (CA). Ms Patchett also referred to Abrahams Wool Exchange
Ltd v Norlake Wool Ltd (1986) 1 PRNZ WI, 103, where Quilliam J
observed that it was common ground before him that the jurisdiction to
strike out was to be used "very sparingly" (Ms Patchett's emphasis). The
cautious approach to exercise of the strike out jurisdiction hardly needs to
be emphasised. Courts of law exist to hear legal claims and determine
legal rights. There is an obvious judicial reluctance to strike out a claim
without hearing it on its merits. However, a Court ought not to entertain
a claim which is patently hopeless. Nor should a defendant be vexed with
such a claim.
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The approach on a s 115A appeal versus the approach on judicial review
A mainstay of Ms Patchett's argument for the plaintiff in opposition to the
strike out application was to point up the differences between the approach
open to Giles J on the s lISA appeal, and that open to the Court upon the
application for judicial review of the Authority's decision. The nub of
Ms Patchett's submission was that judicial review is much wider in its
ambit, rendering it not possible to say with certainty that the plaintiff
could not succeed. Section lISA limits the appeal to any determination of
the Authority being erroneous in point of law. What constitutes error of
law is summarised by Giles J at p 412. Notwithstanding those constraints,
it is currently a feature of immigration appeals that facts are often paraded
before the Court dressed up as law, and Giles J commented to that effect,
also at p 412. That said, Ms Patchett's submission is correct. Judicial
review would be available in this proceeding if the Authority exceeded its
powers, made an error of law, proceeded in breach of natural justice,
reached a decision which no reasonable authority could have reached, or
abused its powers. That ambit is wider than simply correcting error of law.
However, it is still necessary to look at the causes pleaded in this
proceeding and to determine whether they do raise wider issues than those
on the s lISA appeal decided by Giles J.
Comparison of points on appeal and grounds for review
Ms France argued the minister's application to strike out by taking each of
the four causes of action in turn, comparing it with the points taken on
appeal, and referring as she went along to the relevant parts of Giles 1's
judgment. I adopt that convenient approach.
First cause of action
In her first cause of action the plaintiff alleges breach, by the minister, of
her legitimate expectation that the minister would deal with her as an
independent applicant for refugee status. It is alleged that the Authority's
16 October 1997 decision incorrectly held that the plaintiff and her
children had been considered by the minister. The relief sought, common
to all four causes of action, were orders quashing the Authority'S decision
and directing it to reconsider its decision. Ms France submitted that this
mirrors point three of the Amended Points on Appeal, "The Authority
erred in law in finding as a critical factor that (Mrs Butler) and her
children were addressed by both the Refugee Status Branch and the
Refugee Status Appeals Authority".
Ms France referred me to the following passages at pp417 and 418 in
Giles J's judgment:
The Authority also rejected the claim to invalidity based on the contention
that Mrs Butler had not been properly interviewed in support of her
application for refugee status. Again, on both counts, I concur with the
approach adopted by the Authority. Insofar as the second issue involves
determinations of fact, there was ample evidence upon which the Authority
could conclude that a refugee status application had been made on behalf of
Mrs Butler and the children, and that they had been sufficiently interviewed,
albeit not separately.
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In the course of her submissions, Mrs Patchett endeavoured to make a
distinction between the husband's claim to refugee status and the
separateness of the wife's claim. I have little difficulty in accepting that, as a
matter of law and procedure, the wife had an independent right to maintain
a claim for refugee status, and an individual right to appeal against a removal
order. There is no suggestion in the amended points on appeal that
Mrs Butler'S claim to refugee status was not properly progressed. It was dealt
with, at the specific request of her solicitors, in the context of a family unit
claim constituting Mr and Mrs Butler and the two boys.

Also to pp 427-429 of the judgment, where point three is specificalJy dealt
with by Giles J (at p428):
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This Authority has no jurisdiction over refugee status applications and
appeals. Those applications are assessed by the RSB and, if an applicant is
dissatisfied, by the RSAA. This Authority has jurisdiction over removal
orders which mayor may not involve refugees. The Authority held, and I
concur with its findings, that Mrs Butler's application for refugee status had
been considered. She did not appeal.
I accept the Minister's submission that the first cause of action is
substantially the same as point three. Although veiled as a breach by the
Minister of the plaintiff's legitimate expectation, the nub is error of law on
the Authority'S part in deciding to the contrary that is, in deciding that the
Branch and Refugee Status Appeals Authority had addressed the point.
That was the very point argued before Giles 1, and decided by him
squarely against the plaintiff. The principle of res judicata estoppel
prevents the plaintiff in this subsequent proceeding from disputing the
. decision of Giles 1 on this point. See Spencer Bower, Turner & Handley,
The Doctrine of Res Judicata, 3rd Ed, 1996, at pp 9-10. Res judicata
estoppel has a wider application rendering it an abuse of process to raise
in a subsequent proceeding matters which could and therefore should have
been litigated in the earlier proceeding: Yat Tung Investment Co Ltd v Dao
Heng Bank Ltd [1975] AC 581, 590 (PC); Fraser v Robenson [1991] 3
NZLR 257, 260 (CA). I do not consider that the minister needs to invoke
that wider application here, since I have held that the same point was
raised by the plaintiff before Giles 1 and that His Honour decided it
against her.
r have referred to the "veil" of legitimate expectation. If that veil is
drawn aside, the allegation in the first cause of action is encapsulated in
the plea, "The decision of the second defendant (sic) is thereby flawed".
The second defendant clearly was intended to read the first defendant,
the Authority. To succeed on an application for judicial review, the
plaintiff would need to establish that the Authority'S decision was flawed
in law, rather than factually incorrect. Greig 1 put the point succinctly in
Sadd v Waitangi Tribunal (High Court, Wellington CP 322/93,
13 May 1994) at p 6:
Under review proceedings the plaintiff must satisfy the Court that there is
some error of law or some procedural impropriety amounting to unfairness
by reason of which it would be uftiust to allow the decision to stand. It is
never enough, in review proceedings, to come before the Court on the
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grounds of dissatisfaction with the decision or that the decision on the facts
is contrary to the case presented by the applicant for review.
It seems to me that the plaintiff's real complaint is that the Authority'S
decision is factually wrong. Such an attack is not open upon judicial
review.
To summarise, I consider res judicta estoppel operates against the
plaintiff. I also consider the plaintiff's first cause of action to be an
impermissible attack on the Authority's decision on the facts. On both
grounds I hold that the first cause of action should be struck out.

Second cause of action
This cause of action alleges that the Authority'S decision is flawed in
failing to consider relevant, and in considering irrelevant, considerations.
The relevant considerations alleged to have been omitted are:
(a) The cause of the post-traumatic stress disorder suffered by the
plaintiff and her children.
(b) That this disorder would be exacerbated by their returning to
Northern Ireland.
(c) That the plaintiff was suffering from serious depressive illness.
The Minister submitted that these allegations equated to point two on
appeal, "The Authority erred in law in failing, at the time of coming to its
decision, to take (Mrs Butler) as it found her, namely a person suffering
from a depressive illness".
r accept the Minister's submission that substantially the same
argument was put to Giles 1 on the appeal. His Honour's judgment (p 419
and pp 422--424) considers the evidence put to the Authority, which
canvassed the plaintiff'S depressive illness, the causes of her
psychological condition, the fact that she was experiencing post-traumatic
stress and the impact her returning to Northern Ireland would have on her
condition. At p 427 Giles J holds that the submission that the Authority did
not consider this material or give it any weight "does not bear scrutiny".
He concludes:

I(lk~

At the end of the day this evidence, as with the Ratcliffe evidence, was part
of the total evidence to be evaluated. It was for the Authority to determine
what weight, if any, should be given to it. It embarked upon an assessment
and a balancing exercise. It concluded that there would be no serious harm or
damage such as to take this case over the threshold required by s 63B(2).
That was a function vested by the legislature in the Authority. Again, what
counsel for the appellant sought to do was to have this Court sit in judgment
on those findings and reach a different determination.
I am satisfied that there was no error of law in the approach of the
Authority. It did take the appellant "as it found her" . It considered and
weighed the evidence of Dr Hopcroft. It applied that to s 63B(2). It reached
a determination adverse to the appellant, but it was a determination it was
entitled to reach on the evidence.
I hold that this first aspect of the second cause of action has also been
decided by Giles J against the plaintiff, and cannot now be relitigated.
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The irrelevant considerations allegedly taken into account by the
Authority are:
(a) The position and status of the plaintiff's husband.
(b) That the plaintiff had extended family in Northern Ireland.
(c) That psychological reports on the plaintiff and her children should
be treated with caution.
(d) That the plaintiff and her children gave evidence before the
Refugee Status Appeals Authority on her husband's appeal.
The first of these considerations featured in the original, but not in the
amended, points on appeal. It does, however, feature in Giles 1's
judgment. He notes (p 413) that the family's solicitors invited the
immigration authorities to consider the family as one unit. He also notes
(p 415) that the plaintiff requested the Authority to defer consideration of
her appeal until her husband's judicial review proceeding had been
resolved, on the basis that the outcome would significantly affect her own
situation. At p418 His Honour states:
... Mrs Patchett endeavoured to make a distinction between the husband's
claim to refugee status and the separateness of the wife's claim. I have little
difficulty in accepting that, as a matter of law and procedure, the wife had an
independent right to maintain a claim for refugee status, and an individual
right to appeal against a removal order ....
... But that does not detract from the reality of the situation. The wife,
at all times, saw her situation as linked to that of her husband. That is not
surprising. After all, a reconciliation had been effected and the authorities had
been requested to treat them as a family unit. Specifically, her solicitors
requested the Authority not to progress the hearing of the wife's appeal until
after the husband's judicial review application had been determined.
Against that background there is a certain and obvious irony in the
appellant now protesting that the 'family unit' approach was adopted. Indeed,
it has to be noted that Mrs Butler's current approach is markedly different
from that which she has maintained throughout.
To the extent, if any, that this point was not taken before Giles J, I consider
it could and should have been, and that the plaintiff is caught by the wider
application of res judicata to which I have already referred.
The second consideration (that the plaintiff had extended family in
Northern Ireland) was also raised more extensively in the original points
on appeal, but is reflected in amended point four (b), "The Authority erred
in law in finding that (Mrs Butler) and her children would not be
significantly affected by a return to their homeland".
Giles J dealt with this point in the following way. First, at p 419 he
records that the Authority noted that the plaintiff had an extensive
extended family in Northern Ireland, and notwithstanding lack of recent
contact, there was no evidence of a rift between her and her family. Then,
at p 430, he says:
The second aspect challenged is the finding that the appeIlant and her
children would not be significantly affected by a return to their homeland.
The Authority was conscious of, and recognised, that a significant emotional
adjustment would be required. At an earlier point in the decision it had
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considered questions relating to counselling and educational needs. It was
conscious of the family network which would be available.
The matters raised in this point all go to the issue whether or not there
were exceptional circumstances of a humanitarian nature such as to make
removal unjust or unduly harsh. That is a matter squarely within jurisdiction
of the Authority. It is a matter of fact to be determined upon the totality of the
evidence, applying the legal tests as enunciated by the Courts. There has been
no suggestion, on appeal, that the Authority misdirected itself as to the
application of those tests to which I have earlier referred. The Authority
concluded that removal, and the consequences thereof, did not meet that
threshold. Those findings were open to it on the evidence.
I consider this second consideration is in precisely the same category as
the first: to the extent that it was not raised before Giles J it ought to have
been.
The minister submitted that consideration (c) (treating the
psychological reports with caution) reflected point one on appeal, "The
Authority erred in law in finding that it needed to exercise a degree of
caution in accepting psychological reports at face value".
Ms France took me to pp 424-425 of Giles 1's judgment, where he
deals with this point by expressing the view that too much had been read
into the Authority'S observation, and that the weight to be given to the
reports was entirely a matter for the Authority, in the context of the totality
of the evidence before it. I note that, as with some of the other points on
appeal, His Honour (at p 425) felt constrained to observe:
The way in which this ground of appeal was argued left me in no doubt that
what really underlies it is a desire for this Court to constitute itself as a Court
of general appeal and to revisit the facts as found by the Authority. I decline
that invitation.
Even at this threshold stage, I consider that this proceeding essentially
represents a similar, further invitation to this Court. Consideration (c)
cannot be relitigated.
In relation to consideration (d) (the plaintiff and her children giving
evidence before the Refugee Status Appeals Authority on the plaintiff
husband's appeal), the minister contended that this was encompassed by
point three, which I have already set out. Giles J deals with the
relationship between the refugee claims of the plaintiff and her husband in
two places in his judgment. At p 418 he notes that, notwithstanding that
the plaintiff did not appeal to the Refugee Status Appeals Authority, it did,
in the context of Mr Butler's appeal, have the benefit of hearing the
evidence of the plaintiff and the two sons, and made a number of
references in the course of its decision to the impact of the appeal on
them. Then, at p 428-429, the Judge said:
The Authority held, and I concur with its findings, that Mrs Butler's
application for refugee status had been considered. She did not appeal. Yet, in
the context of the husband's appeal, the RSAA did make a number of
observations which indicated its appreciation that the decision in respect of
the husband's appeal would also have implications for the wife. I do not read
into this observation (which, with the benefit of hindsight, might have been
better left unsaid) any suggestion that the Authority intended to defer to, or
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abide any, detennination made by the RSAA in discharging its appeal
functions on Mrs Butler's removal appeal.
I consider the fourth and last consideration was also specifically dealt with
by Giles J, and is not open to relitigation.
Third cause of action
This alleges that the Authority acted unfairly and in breach of natural
justice in linking the plaintiffs immigration circumstances to those of her
husband, and in failing to decide the plaintiffs appeal on the individual
merits of her case.
I accept the minister's submission that this cause of action adds
nothing to the allegation, in the second part of the second cause of action,
in relation to allegedly irrelevant considerations (a) and (d). It therefore
suffers the same fate.
Fourth cause of action
This alleged unreasonableness, in the Wednesbury sense, on the
Authority's part in holding that there was no material before it
demonstrating that the plaintiff and her children would be significantly
affected by a return to Northern Ireland or that the plaintiff's family should
be separated, when it was aware of the Refugee Status Appeals
Authority'S decision that Mr Butler could not safely return to Northern
Ireland. The allegation is one of findings so contradictory as to be ones
which no reasonable Authority could arrive at. This cause of action,
contends the minister, directly reflects point four:
The Authority erred in law in finding that:
(a) Mrs Butler's family should not be separated by Mrs Butler's
return to Northern Ireland; and
(b) Mrs Butler and her children would not be significantly affected by
a return to their homeland.
Having considered pp 429-430 of Giles 1's judgment, I accept
Ms France's submission that this cause of action was squarely argued
before, and rejected by, Giles J. He held that these matters all went to the
issue whether or not there were exceptional circumstances of an
humanitarian nature such as to make removal unjust or unduly harsh, a
matter entirely within the Authority 'S jurisdiction. I hold that these points
cannot now be relitigated, albeit under the guise of unreasonableness.
Opposing the strike out application, Mrs Patchett seemed reluctant to
join issue with the exercise I have just completed: comparing the
plaintiff's causes of action upon judicial review with her points on appeaL
Although I pressed her, she did not accept my invitation to point out in
what respects they differed that is, what fresh issues were now sought to
be litigated. I was left to draw, and do draw, an obvious inference.
Other submissions in opposition
Ms Patchett made some further submissions which require consideration.
Firstly, she reminded me that it was the decisions of the minister and the
Authority which the plaintiff sought to review, not the decision of Giles J.
I hope I have not fallen into the trap of reviewing Giles J, indeed the
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whole tenor of this judgment might be viewed as a rejection of this
Court's ability or willingness to do so.
Secondly, Ms Patchett submitted that the existence of s lISA of the
Immigration Act 1987 and s 4(1) of the Judicature Amendment Act 1972
permit "two bites of the cherry". The metaphor is one I put to Ms Patchett
in the course of argument. It is true that s 4(1) provides that relief may be
granted in a judicial review proceeding notwithstanding any right of
appeal possessed by the applicant in relation to the subject matter of the
application. Ms France, in my view correctly, submitted that this reflected
the Court's reluctance to allow inroads into its supervisory jurisdiction, as
well as the conceptual distinction between appeal on the merits and
judicial review of the legality of an administrative decision. She referred
to the discussion of this distinction in Wade and Forsyth, Administrative
Law, 7th Ed, 1994 at p 721 and following. I agree with Ms France that the
reasons for the distinction have limited relevance here. That is because the
s lISA right of appeal was to this Court, and not to an administrative
tribunal, and was not an appeal on the merits, but one limited to correction
of error of law. At the risk of over-extending the metaphor, I think the
plaintiff is attempting two identical bites at the cherry, and that is not on.
Next, Ms Patchett referred to some decisions as demonstrating that both
an appeal and judicial review are permissible. She referred first to the two
Ali decisions. These are the judgment of Tompkins J in Ali v Deportation
Review. Tribunal (High Court, Auckland HC 98/962, 28 November 1996),
on an appeal pursuant to s 117(1) from the decision of the Deportation
Review Tribunal, and the judgment of Elias J delivered on
17 January 1997 on the subsequent application for judicial review of the
same decision of the Tribunal, and reported as Ali v Deportation Review
Tribunal [1997] NZAR 208. There is no disputing that both remedies are
available, provided they do not attempt to relitigate matters. In fact,
Mr Ali did fall into the trap of attempting to relitigate. In her judgment at
p 218, Elias J said:
Before me, Ms Patchett seeks to reargue the very point of law raised and
considered on the appeal by Tompkins l. To characterise this same point as
one of legitimate expectation rather than legality is, in my view, wrong. To
reargue in judicial review proceeding [sic] the precise point determined on
the appeal and properly identified there as an issue of legality would be an
abuse of process . . . .
Again, the determination made by Tompkins 1 answers the argument
advanced to me, on the same authorities urged upon Tompkins J, that the
plaintiff had a right to a hearing based on the principles of fairness. The claim
is one of natural justice, as Tompkins J recognised, rather than any legitimate
expectation from the practice or conduct of Judge Kendall as decision maker:
see on the difference between interests giving rise to procedural protections
and legitimate expectations giving rise to procedural protections, De Smith
Woolf & lowell, Judicial Review of Administrative Action (5th ed, 1995)
paragraph 8-050. The attempt to relitigate a point already determined against
the plaintiff in his appeal is an abuse of process ....
The next case Ms Patchett referred to was Tiumalu v Removal Review
Authority (High Court, Auckland HC 67/96, M 1226/96,21 October 1996,
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Robertson J). That began as an appeal alone, but ended as composite
proceedings involving both an appeal from, and an application for judicial
review of, a decision of the Removal Review Authority. Ms Patchett, who
was counsel in that case also, informed me that Robertson J adjourned the
proceeding after the appeal had been argued, in order to afford
Ms Tiumalu the opportunity to apply for judicial review. The j udgment
records (at p3):
This Court heard the appeal against the Authority's decision on 5 September,
but in light of the administrative law nature of many of the arguments
adjourned it, and directed that the application for judicial review be filed in
order that the proceedings could be heard simultaneously and all possible
lines of attack advanced on Ms Tiumalu's behalf.
It seems that the Judge was of the view that the appeal and application for
judicial review ought to be heard together, and that difficulties with res
judicata or abuse of process might arise if that did not occur.
For the plaintiff, Ms Patchett also sought to rely upon s 27(2) of the
New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 as statutory authority to bring this
proceeding. Section 27(2) provides:
Every person whose rights, obligations, or interests protected or recognised
by law have been affected by a detennination of any tribunal or other public
authority has the right to apply, in accordance with law, for judicial review of
that determination.
Section 27(2) is essentially a restatement, albeit an important one, of an
affected citizen's right to seek judicial review. It is not a licence to
relitigate matters, or to abuse the procedure of the Court. The subsection
expressly states that the right is to be exercised in accordance with law.
That phrase is intended to pennit the proper regulation of the right, but not
to authorise its denial.
Lastly, Ms Patchett relied upon the Court of Appeal's judgment in
Minister of Immigration v Gholami [1996} NZAR 52 (CA). There, the
Court of Appeal dismissed appeals in three separate judicial review
proceedings, all involving the same issue, which had been heard together.
The minister had appealed because the Judge, although he had rejected all
the grounds relied upon to support the claim for relief, had not entered
fonnal judgment, but had adjourned each case in order to provide the
minister an opportunity, if he desired, to reconsider the matter. In each
case the Judge found that there were matters which had not been before
the minister when he made his decision which might warrant
consideration. Ms Patchett sought to salvage this proceeding by
submitting that it could have a similar outcome. This argument is flawed.
It attempts to use a possible end to justify an impennissible means.
Further, by definition, circumstances which might have arisen subsequent
to the Authority's decision cannot be relevant upon an application for
judicial review of the Authority's decision. Judicial review is all about the
integrity and legality of the decision making process, to which subsequent
events are simply irrelevant.

Result
For the reasons I have given, I consider that each of the four causes of
action in the statement of claim in this proceeding attempts to reJitigate
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matters which either were, or ought to have been, argued before Giles J on
the appeal. I consider this proceeding is an abuse of the Court's process.
The Statement of Claim is struck out.
As the plaintiff is legally aided, I make no order as to costs . I do urge
the legal aid authorities to be vigilant in ensuring that scarce legal aid
resources are not employed in attempts to relitigate matters. I appreciate
that such a comment is much more easily made, than given practical
effect.

Reported by: Lindy Course, Barrister

